A comparison of methods for the analysis of recurrent health outcome data with environmental covariates.
Recurrent events such as repeated hospital admissions for the same health outcome occur frequently in environmental health studies. Dewanji and Moolgavkar proposed a flexible parametric model and a conditional likelihood analysis for recurrent events based on a Poisson process formulation. In this paper, we examine the statistical properties of the Dewanji-Moolgavkar (DM) estimator of the risk of an adverse health outcome associated with environmental exposures based on recurrent event data using computer simulation. We also compare the DM approach with both case-crossover analysis for multiple observations and time series analysis when there are no subject-specific covariates. When using a correctly specified model, the DM method produced better estimates with respect to relative mean square error when each subject had constant or curved baseline intensity functions than it did when baseline intensities were increasing or decreasing in a linear fashion. For under-specified models, the DM method outperformed case-crossover analysis for decreasing straight line intensity functions, was outperformed by case-crossover analysis for increasing straight line intensity functions, and was roughly equivalent to case-crossover analysis for constant and curved intensity functions. Case-crossover analysis produced superior risk estimates more frequently than the other two methods in the cases considered here, especially for linear representations of the baseline intensities.